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Abstract Aim: In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, there is a need for substantial changes in

the procedures for accessing healthcare services. Even in the current pandemic, we should not
reduce our attention towards the diagnosis and treatment of GDM. The purpose of this document
is to provide a temporary guide for GDM screening, replacing the current guidelines when it is
not possible to implement standard GDM screening because of an unfavorable risk/benefit ratio
for pregnant women or when usual laboratory facilities are not available.
Data synthesis: At the first visit during pregnancy, we must exclude the presence of “Overt
diabetes” in all women. The criteria for the diagnosis of overt diabetes are either fasting plasma
glucose �126 mg/dL, or random plasma glucose �200 mg/dL, or glycated hemoglobin �6.5%.
When the screening procedure (OGTT) cannot be safely performed, the diagnosis of GDM is
acceptable if fasting plasma glucose is � 92 mg/dL. In order to consider the impaired fasting
glucose as an acceptable surrogate for the diagnosis of GDM, the fasting glucose measurement
should be performed within the recommended time windows for the risk level (high or medium
risk).
Conclusions: The changes to the screening procedure for GDM reported below are specifically
produced in response to the health emergency of the COVID-19 pandemic. Therefore, these
recommended changes should cease to be in effect and should be replaced by current national
guidelines when the healthcare authorities declare the end of this emergency.
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Introduction

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, there is need for
substantial changes in the procedures for accessing
healthcare services for all subspecialties. The care for
expecting mothers is special, because pregnancy requires
control visits at specific times to assess that the unborn
child is developing normally, and, essential for this to
happen, that the mother is in good health.

The Prime Ministry Decree dated March 11, 2020,
details measures for the containment of Coronavirus
infection, including travel limitations of individuals
throughout the country, closure of non-essential busi-
nesses and public places, etc. Listed among the exceptions
is the possibility for patients to travel for “outpatient visits
during pregnancy”. The decree confirms the current
organization of the network for maternal-neonatal care in
an outpatient setting, such as outpatient family services
(Consultori), as well as in the hospital setting. Diagnostic
imaging, laboratory testing, and other procedures specific
for a certain gestational age are also guaranteed if all
recommended safety measures are in place.

Gestational diabetes (GDM) is a condition that, if not
promptly recognized and treated, translates into an
increased risk of maternal and fetal complications, both in
the short and long term. There is currently no evidence of
a relationship between COVID-19 and GDM, but it is
known that hyperglycemia worsens the immune response
to infections and that the associated inflammatory state, in
turn, worsens insulin resistance. Therefore, even in the
current pandemic, we should not reduce our attention
towards the diagnosis and treatment of GDM.

In Italy, the screening and diagnosis of GDM follows the
guidelines published in 2011 by the Istituto Superiore di
Sanità (ISS). According to the risk of GDM, an Oral Glucose
Tolerance Test (OGGT) at 16e18 gestational weeks is pre-
scribed in high risk cases and at 24e28 gestational weeks
in medium risk cases. Screening is not recommended for
women at a low risk of GDM. High risk women with a
normal OGTT at 16e18 gestational weeks repeat the OGTT
at 24e28 gestational weeks.

The purpose of this document is to provide a TEMPO-
RARY guide for GDM screening, replacing the current
guidelines when it is not possible to implement stan-
dard GDM screening because of an unfavorable risk/
benefit ratio for pregnant women or when usual labora-
tory facilities are not available:

1. The changes to the screening procedure for GDM
reported below are specifically produced in response to
the health emergency of the COVID-19 pandemic.

2. Therefore, these recommended changes should cease
being in effect and be replaced by current guidelines
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[LG ISS Physiological Pregnancy and SID/AMD 2018
Standard of Care [1,2] and subsequent updates] when
the healthcare authorities declare the end of this
national health emergency.

3. When drafting these recommendations, we took into
account the following considerations:
a. Currently available scientific evidence does not

recognize any alternative to the 75-g oral glucose
tolerance test with sampling for blood glucose
measurements at 0 0, 600, and 1200 post-load.
Therefore, the OGTT remains the gold standard for
the diagnosis of GDM;

b. The health emergency we are facing is unprece-
dented, and Coronavirus transmission has specific,
although not completely known, characteristics;

c. The risk/benefit ratio contingent on this situation.

On these bases, we recommend the implementation of
the following changes to the algorithm for the screening of
GDM and to the usual schedule of outpatient visits, when an
unfavorable risk/benefit ratio is identified by the team
making the exposure of the pregnant woman to the risk of
Coronavirus transmission, or if the healthcare system can
only provide limited services.

1. At the first visit during pregnancy, we must exclude the
presence of an “Overt diabetes” in all women, as it may
have been undiagnosed before pregnancy. The criteria
for the diagnosis of overt diabetes are either fasting
plasma glucose �126 mg/dL, or random plasma glucose
�200 mg/dL, or glycated hemoglobin �6.5% (Fig. 1).

Rationale. Many studies have shown that pre-existing
diabetes, if not recognized and promptly treated, is asso-
ciated with adverse maternal and fetal outcomes. In
particular, a recent Canadian study [3] analyzed the
maternal and fetal outcomes of 995,990 women, doc-
umenting that 2.6% of them had pre-existing diabetes in
pregnancy. Among those women, the risk of preterm
birth, perinatal mortality, congenital malformations, and
neonatal hypoglycemia was significantly higher than
among women with GDM.

2. a When the screening procedure (OGTT) cannot be
safely performed, the diagnosis of GDM is acceptable
even without performing the entire curve if fasting
plasma glucose is � 92 mg/dL. In order to consider
the impaired fasting glucose, an acceptable surrogate
for the diagnosis of GDMdthe fasting glucose
measurementdshould be performed within the
recommended time windows for the risk level (high
or medium risk) defined by the aforementioned
guide lines (LG ISS) [1] (Fig. 1).
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Figure 1 Screening Procedure for GDM during COVID-19 emergency.
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b In the event that screening for GDM is possible, the
procedure should be carried out in compliancewith the
provisions of social distancing in place in all medical
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facilities. Both the expectantmother and the healthcare
personnel should wear the recommended personal
protective equipment (surgical mask and gloves).
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Rationale. One single point of the OGTT above the
recommended threshold is sufficient to diagnose GDM.
Data in the literature suggest that fasting plasma glucose
alone can be used to diagnose gestational diabetes, as
sensitivity and specificity of fasting plasma glucose in a
sample of 500 pregnant women were 88.8% and 95.2%,
respectively [4]. Nonetheless, it is important to under-
line that this procedure, limited to the measurement of
basal glucose alone, underestimates the cases of GDM;
indeed, a certain percentage of GDM patients have basal
glucose values< 92 mg/, while the post-load values at 1
and 2 h are abnormal. In addition, we should note that
completing the sampling of the OGTT, even when a fasting
diagnostic value is detected, allows for the detection of
metabolic disorders that have a different clinical impact,
and therefore helps to define the most appropriate ther-
apeutic strategy by stratifying patients according to their
metabolic and cardiovascular risk in the short and long
term. Therefore, the OGTT as screening method for GDM
has significant benefits for the woman and the fetus.
During the COVID-19 pandemic, it is likely that the risk
associated with performing the full OGTT may outweigh
the benefit for the mother and the fetus when fasting
blood glucose value is � 92 mg/dL threshold. We state
once more that a fasting glucose value can be considered
diagnostic for GDM only when it is obtained at the
gestational age when the OGTT should have been car-
ried out, i.e., between 16e18 weeks in high-risk preg-
nant women or between 24 and 28 weeks in medium-
risk women.

3. After the diagnosis of GDM and the first visit to the
diabetes center, periodic contact with patients will be
maintained through telemedicine consultations.

Rationale. To reduce access to healthcare facilities, we
need to define and implement shared standard manage-
ment processes that include communication, recording,
and monitoring tools. In Italy, diabetes clinics mostly share
the same management software, and we are activating the
option of downloading from remote capillary glucose data
or from continuous glucose monitoring devices through
several APPs or other sharing tools. It will be useful to
define specific PDTAs that will provide management sup-
port for clinicians and will aim to harmonize the behavior
of clinicians with innovative tools, such as telemedicine.

4. To limit the need for patients to leave their homes to
access a healthcare facility, it is important to coordinate
the prescription and performance of laboratory tests
and diagnostic imaging/procedures recommended by
the various specialists involved in the management of
pregnancy.

Rationale. Pregnancy complicated by GDM carries an
increased risk of medium- and long-term complications for
the mother and the fetus. In this sense, the management of
hyperglycemia in pregnancy is particularly rigorous and
it may require more frequent laboratory testing and
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diagnostic imaging/procedures to support treatment de-
cisions (e.g., monitoring fetal growth parameters) and/or to
detect complications early on. Clinicians need to assess the
risk/benefit ratio for each individual patient, considering on
one hand the increased risk of Coronavirus transmission
with the access to a healthcare facility, and, on the other
hand, the reduced risk of maternal and/or fetal complica-
tions because of early detection. This risk assessment also
needs to be shared with the other specialists involved in
the care of these women.

5. Defer the postpartum OGTT to the end of the Corona-
virus health emergency, except in cases where there is
persistence of hyperglycemia after delivery (e.g., high
capillary blood glucose values in the immediate post-
partum period or high insulin requirement during
pregnancy). In all cases, clinicians need to inform their
patient about the importance of post-partum screening
of glucose tolerance and attending follow-up visits,
which, for the time being, can be carried out as tele-
medicine consultations, including the monitoring of
nutrition during breastfeeding.

Rationale. A pregnancy complicated by GDM increases
the risk of type 2 diabetes and cardiovascular diseases in
the short and long-term after delivery. In Italy, the scien-
tific societies SID and AMD recommend testing glucose
tolerance with a 75-g OGTT, performed between 6 weeks
and 6 months after delivery, to identify early impairment
of glucose tolerance. Furthermore, they recommended
assessing other metabolic parameters when necessary
according to the patient’s history. The primary concern
during the current Coronavirus pandemic is to limit all
unnecessary exposure of individuals to Coronavirus
transmission. Therefore, although we recognize the
importance of the post-partum assessment of glucose
tolerance in women with GDM, this assessment should be
postponed to the end of the current pandemic emergency.
An exception to this policy is cases in which persistent
hyperglycemia is documented. In these cases, through
telemedicine consultation, the specialist may suggest the
opportunity for further assessments.

6. In pregnant women with GDM and a documented
Coronavirus infection, it is recommended to intensify
glucose control and management.

Rationale. In the literature, there are currently no re-
ports of pregnancies complicated by GDM and COVID-19.
In general, diabetes, while not increasing the risk of
Coronavirus infection, does worsen the prognosis of
COVID-19 [5]. In pregnant women with GDM and Coro-
navirus infection, insulin is the only recommended treat-
ment of hyperglycemia, as the condition does not respond
to nutritional management.

7. Given the importance of fasting plasma glucose mea-
surement in this recommendation, it is mandatory to
respect standardized conditions of the pre-analytical
the diagnosis of gestational diabetes during COVID-19 pandemic:
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phase, especially with regard to the choice of the
appropriate anticoagulant, in order to avoid the occur-
rence of false negatives due to a reduction in blood
glucose in vitro and to avoid excessive latency between
samples collection and analysis [6].

C.F. The author’s membership in AIFA does not involve
the Institution in any way, as the work is the result of
studies conducted on an individual basis.
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